4th Grade 2018 Summer Reading:
The Lemonade War by Jacqueline Davis
Complete the activities and questions on looseleaf paper as you read or by typing your responses.
Please note each chapter when answering the question (for example, writing “Chapter One
Response” before beginning to answer the question). When you return to school, you will turn in this
assignment.
Happy reading! See you in September! :)
Comprehension Questions and Activities
Chapter One-- Have you ever felt competitive with someone you are close to, like a sibling or good
friend? What was the situation? How did you fix the situation?
OR
If you have not had competitive experience, write a paragraph telling me about your favorite thing to
do in the summer. Do you like to hang out with your friends like Evan? Have you ever had a
lemonade stand like the Treskis?
Chapter Two-- Evan is angry with Jessie, even though she hasn’t done anything wrong. Why do you
think Evan is angry?
Chapter Three-- Now you have seen Evan and Jessie’s designs for a lemonade stand; it’s your turn
to design a sign for your perfect lemonade stand. Be sure to include the price, details of the stand,
and make your design neat and colorful.
Chapter Four-- Look at the title and definition for chapter four. After reading the chapter, explain why
you think the author chose to include this definition at the beginning of the chapter.
Chapter Five-- Illustrate a picture of your favorite character so far. Be sure to use details from the
book to help you. Then, bullet point three adjectives to describe your character. Chapter Six-- Who do
you think will win the lemonade war? Explain your answer.
Chapter Seven-- Pretend that you are Evan and Officer Ken has just told you about the permit
problem. What is your reaction? How do you feel and why?
Chapter Eight-- What is Jessie’s brilliant idea to win the war? What do you think of her idea (it is a
good one, would you try it yourself, etc.) ?
Chapter Nine-- Re-read pgs. 125-127. Visualize (make a mind movie) of the fight between Jessie
and Evan. Illustrate what you see in your notebook. Be sure to use details from the story!

Chapter Ten-- Would you have called off the lemonade war? Why or why not?
Chapter Eleven-- Chapter Eleven is called “A Total Loss”. Before reading the chapter, make a
prediction and explain why you think the chapter has this title.
Chapter Twelve-- Put yourself in Jessie’s shoes. How do you think she feels driving back from the
beach? Draw a picture to illustrate how you think Jessie feels. Be sure to make your picture detailed.
Chapter Thirteen-- Who do you think committed the “lemonade crime”? Create a “wanted” poster
explaining who you think should be held responsible for the crime. Be sure to include the person’s
name, a picture, and an explanation of the crime (what he or she stole).
Chapter Fourteen-- Chapter Fourteen is called “reconciliation”. Why do you think it is titled
“reconciliation”? What does that word mean?

